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Appearance of neutronization peak and decaying supernova neutrinos
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Nonradiative neutrino decay, which is not satisfactorily constrained, possibly and significantly changes the
detected neutrino signal from galactic supernova explosions. We focus on the appearance of a sharp peak due
to a neutronization burst in the time profile; this phenomenon would occur if the originalne , produced at the

neutrinosphere and becomingn2 or n3 at the stellar surface, decays into a lighter antineutrino state such asn̄1

or n̄2 coupled ton̄e . This is due to the fact that the signature of the neutronization burst is common to all
numerical simulations, contrary to the spectral energy distribution of each flavor neutrino and antineutrino,

which is still under intense debate. Therefore, the appearance of a neutronization peak in then̄e signal, if it
were detected, would clearly indicate the nonstandard properties of neutrinos; the nonradiative neutrino decay
would be one of the possible candidates. Using a newly developed formulation that includes flavor conversions
inside the supernova envelope and neutrino decay during propagation in a vacuum, we calculate the expected
neutrino signal at the detectors; the lifetimes of three modest12, t13, andt23 are taken to be free parameters.
We further introduce simple quantities, which represent a peak sharpness of the time profile and spectral
hardness, and investigate the parameter dependence of these quantities. As the result, it is found that they are
quite dependent on the relevant parameters, but it would be quite difficult to distinguish models using the
signal obtained by the Super-Kamiokande detector; the future megaton-class detectors would have sufficient
sensitivity. We also compare the neutrino decay model with another mechanism—i.e., resonant spin-flavor
conversion—which also may give the appearance of a neutronization peak, and conclude that these two
independent mechanisms give a very different signal and one can be distinguished from the other.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.70.033004 PACS number~s!: 95.85.Ry, 13.35.Hb, 14.60.Pq, 97.60.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have made great progress concer
our knowledge of neutrino properties; especially, ma
ground-based experiments, which observed atmospheric@1#,
solar @2#, and reactor neutrinos@3#, have revealed nonzer
neutrino masses and mixing angles—i.e., properties bey
the standard model of particle physics. However, many o
neutrino properties are left unknown, such as the nonz
magnetic moment and neutrino decay. Fortunately, our
rent knowledge of the mass differences as well as mix
angles enables us to consider these further exotic prope

The most stringent and precise limits on both the neutr
magnetic moment and lifetime of nonradiative neutrino d
cay are obtained by solar neutrino observations. The b
technique for both cases is as follows. We already know
the famous solar neutrino problem is best explained by
large mixing angle~LMA ! solution. If other mechanisms
such as the magnetic moment or nonradiative decay, wor
nature, it should change the observed signal slightly; i.e.
positive claim can then be used to put a limit on the ot
exotic properties. For example, the neutrino magnetic m
ment, if ever, would producen̄e via spin-flavor precession
inside the Sun@4,5#. However, the recent KamLAND exper
ment report that non̄e candidates were found from the Su
and this result is used to obtain the upper lim
mnBT(0.05R()&1025mB G, wheremB is the Bohr magne-
ton andBT represents the transverse component of the s
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magnetic field@6#. As for nonradiative neutrino decay, th
lower limit to the lifetime is obtained to bet12/m
*1024 s/eV, owing to no positive signature of the decay
the flux and spectrum of the solar neutrinos@7# ~see also Ref.
@6# for a more recent and stringent limit using the Kam
LAND data!. For other laboratory bounds, we refer th
reader to Refs.@29,30#.

These current limits are, however, still rather weak a
such exotic mechanisms we consider potentially work in
more extreme environment as actually expected in the c
of core collapse supernovas. Spin-flavor conversion of su
nova neutrinos, induced by the interaction between the n
trino magnetic moment and the supernova magnetic fie
has been studied by many researchers@4,8–10# and found to
give a leading effect on the neutrino spectrum and lumino
curve detected at the Earth. Also, in the case of neutr
decay, because galactic supernovas are expected to b
cated at a much more distant place compared with the Su
far more stringent lower limit to the lifetime is expected.
addition, it has recently been proposed that the diffuse ba
ground of neutrinos emitted by past supernova explosi
may be used to probe the lifetime of neutrinos@11#. Thus,
core-collapse supernovas are considered to be a wond
astrophysical event, which can also be used as a labora
for particle physics beyond the standard model. Other hi
energy astrophysical objects are also expected to be avai
for this purpose@31#.

However, the expected galactic supernova neutrino sig
including nonradiative decay has not been discussed
cisely; only very rough discussions have been done. Th
fore, in the present paper, we give comprehensively the
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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pected supernova neutrino signal at the large volume w
Čerenkov detectors on the Earth using realistic models
original neutrino spectrum and luminosity curve numerica
calculated by Thompsonet al. @12#. In particular, we focus
on the case in which the sharp peak of a neutronization b

appears in the detectedn̄e signal at the water Cˇ erenkov de-
tectors. This is due to the originalne , produced by neutroni-
zation of the protoneutron star matter, possibly decays

n̄e component during its propagation. In fact, in the previo
paper we have pointed out that spin-flavor conversions in
supernova envelope can also cause the same phenomen

i.e., the appearance of a neutronization peak in then̄e signal
@9# ~see also Ref.@10#!. Hence, we compare the expect
neutronization peak due to neutrino decay with that due
spin-flavor conversion and discuss their difference. Anyw
the appearance of such a signature clearly indicates a
standard neutrino property; in that case, neutrino de
would be one of the possible candidates. On the other h
the obtained neutrino spectrum would be useful, but
shape of the original spectrum is still matter of debate.
though the difference among several groups is not very la
such a slight difference gives a large uncertainty when
discuss flavor conversion mechanisms or decay du
propagation; i.e., whether the observed signature comes
the intrinsic or extrinsic effect~such as decay! would be
quite unknown at present.

It should be noted that in this study we consider on
vacuum neutrino decays. It is possible, however, to const
models where fast invisible decays can be triggered by m
ter effects@13–16# at the very high densities characterizin
the supernova neutrinosphere, even in the absence of vac
decays. In such scenarios, matter-induced decays~or interac-
tions! might thus occur before flavor conversions in super
vas, leading to a phenomenology rather different from
one considered in this paper. We emphasize that the re
discussed in the following sections are generally applica
to vacuum neutrino decay occurring after flavor transitio
and our approach is not constrained from the supernova c
ing discussion as detailed later. In addition, with the lifetim
considered in this study, the flavor conversions occur w
before the decay and mass eigenstates are expected t
come incoherent. Thus, the interference effects between
two phenomena as discussed in Ref.@17# can be neglected in
our treatment.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we gi
several descriptions of models of decaying neutrinos and
troduce a specific formulation of the decay rate from
Lagrangian. In Sec. III, an adopted model for the origin
~which meansbefore occurring extrinsic processes such
flavor conversions or decays during propagation! spectrum
and luminosity curve of supernova neutrinos are introduc
the effect of flavor conversions~without decay! is also de-
scribed briefly. A newly developed formulation includin
both flavor conversions and decay is presented in Sec
and we further give the calculated results obtained with
formulation in Sec. V. Finally, we discuss several other p
sibilities in Sec. VI and a brief summary is given in Sec. V
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II. MODELS OF DECAYING NEUTRINOS

In this paper, we study nonradiative two-body decay
the ‘‘invisible mode’’—i.e., decays into possibly detectab
neutrinos plus truly invisible particles—e.g., light scalar
pseudoscalar bosons such as the Majoron@18#. On the other
hand, radiative neutrino decayn j→n ig has been considere
in many papers~see Ref.@19# and references therein! and
very stringent limits on the lifetime-to-mass ratio,t/m
*1020 s/eV, have already been set by several argume
@20#. The Majoron models that cause nonradiative neutr
decay typically have tree-level scalar or pseudoscalar c
plings of the form

L5gi j n̄ in jx1hi j n̄ jg5n jx1H.c., ~1!

where x represents a massless Majoron, which does
carry a definite lepton number. For the coupling specified
Eq. ~1!, the decay rates into neutrino and antineutrino dau
ters are given by@14,21#

Gn2→n1
5

m1m2

16pE2
Fg2S x

2
121

2

x
ln x2

2

x2
2

1

2x3D
1h2S x

2
221

2

x
ln x1

2

x2
2

1

2x3D G , ~2!

Gn2→ n̄1
5

m1m2

16pE2
~g21h2!F x

2
2

2

x
ln x2

1

2x3G , ~3!

wherex5m2 /m1, and we have dropped the subscripts on
coupling constants. Analogous expressions hold forn̄ decay,
with the replacementsn↔ n̄. The decay widths in this pape
are defined in the laboratory frame, and therefore the rela
to the rest-frame lifetimes isG(E)5m/(tE). From these
two expressions~2! and ~3! it is easily seen that the deca
rate is dependent on whether the helicity flips or conserve
well as whether the neutrino masses are quasidegenerax
'1) or hierarchical (x@1). In the case of strongly hierar
chical masses, we obtainGn2→n1

'Gn2→ n̄1
; on the other

hand, in the case of quasidegenerate masses, Eqs.~2! and~3!
lead to the relationGn2→n1

@Gn2→ n̄1
, unless the coupling

constantg is strongly suppressed compared withh. There-
fore, if the neutrino masses are quasidegenerate, the
duced neutrinos decay into neutrinos dominantly~helicity-
conserved channel!, while little into antineutrinos~helicity-
flipped channel!; hierarchical masses allow both deca
channels by the same branching ratio.

The distribution of the energies of daughter~anti!neutri-
nos is very dependent on whether the masses are hierarc
or quasidegenerate. In the former case, the energy of da
ter neutrinos is generally degraded, and its distribution
given by

cc~Ep ,Ed!5
2Ed

Ep
2

, c f~Ep ,Ed!5
2

Ep
S 12

Ed

Ep
D , ~4!
4-2
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APPEARANCE OF NEUTRONIZATION PEAK AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D70, 033004 ~2004!
whereEp andEd represent the energy of parent and daugh
neutrinos, respectively, andcc and c f are the distribution
function of the helicity-conserved and helicity-flipped cha
nels, respectively. In the latter case, on the other hand,
daughter neutrino energy is almost the same as that of pa
neutrinos; the energy distribution becomes a delta func
d(Ep2Ed).

As already mentioned in Sec. I, we are mainly interes
in the appearance of a neutronization peak at detec
which dominantly catchn̄e ; this is because the signature
the neutronization burst is very common to any supern
simulations, and its detection in then̄e channel would be a
smoking gun to the nonstandard properties of neutrin
Thus, the case of quasidegenerate masses, which proh
the helicity-flipped channel—i.e.,ne→ n̄e, is not our prime
interest. Although the obtained spectrum would also be h
ful even in that case, we assume that the neutrino masse
strongly hierarchical (m1!m2!m3) from this point on.

At the end of this section, we mention the constraints
the coupling constantsg and h from the supernova cooling
argument. In the dense core of supernovas, contrary to
decay in vacuum, the Majoron cooling proceeds mainly
nene→x. A conservative upper limit on the coupling con
stantugeeu is obtained by the fact that the luminosity of th
Majoron, Lx , should not exceed 331053 erg s21 @16#, be-
cause we already know that almost all the gravitational bi
ing energy of new-born neutron stars is released as neutr
by the actual detection of supernova neutrinos by Kam
kande@22# and IMB @23# detectors. This discussion tran
lates into the boundugeeu&431027 and it is the stronges
constraint on the parameter compared with other experim
tal ones such as of neutrinoless double-beta decay with
joron emission@24#. Bounds on other parameters such
ugemu andugmmu are also obtained by similar arguments~for a
detailed discussion, see, e.g., Ref.@16#!. Our discussion in
the present paper, however, is completely free of such s
gent constraints. This is because the relevant paramete
our case are the coupling constants in the basis of m
eigenstatesgi j , while those in the cooling argument are
the basis of flavor eigenstatesgab . These two expressions i
different bases are related to each other as

gi j 5(
ab

gabUa i* Ub j . ~5!

Since the mixing matrixUa i contains several unknown pa
rameters such asu13 or theCP-violating phased, the limits
from supernova cooling do not directly translate intogi j rel-
evant for our study.

III. ORIGINAL SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO SIGNAL
AND FLAVOR CONVERSIONS

We adopt as the original neutrino spectrum as well as
luminosity curve, the results of the numerical simulation
Thompsonet al. @12#; we use the model calculated for th
15M ( progenitor star. Their calculation has particularly f
cused on shock breakout and followed the dynamical ev
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tion of the cores through collapse until the first 250 ms af
core bounce. They have incorporated all the relevant n
trino processes such as neutrino-nucleon scatterings
nucleon recoil as well as nucleon bremsstrahlung; these
actions have recently been recognized to give a n
negligible contribution to the spectral formation. In Figs.
and 2, we show the original luminosity curve and numb
spectrum of neutrinos, respectively. In these figures,nx rep-
resents nonelectron neutrinos and antineutrinos.

The neutrino luminosity curve is quite characteris

FIG. 1. Original luminosity of the emitted neutrinos as a fun
tion of time, calculated by Thompsonet al. @12#. The progenitor
mass is 15M ( .

FIG. 2. Original neutrino spectrum integrated to 0.25 s af
core bounce, calculated by Thompsonet al. @12#. The progenitor
mass is 15M ( .
4-3
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SHIN’ICHIRO ANDO PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 033004 ~2004!
among the different flavors. In particular, there is a ve
sharp peak ofne called the neutronization burst, whose d
ration is typically ;10 ms and peak luminosity i
;1053 erg s21. This strong peak is illustrated as follows. A
a supernova shock moves outward, it dissociates nuclei
free nucleons, which triggers the deleptonization proc
e2p→nen; thesene build up a sea because they are trapp
and advected with matter. When the shock crosses thene

neutrinosphere, within which the createdne are trapped, they

are abruptly emitted. For the other flavorsn̄e andnx , there is
no such sudden burst; both luminosities glow rather gra
ally and they are similar to each other.

The other characteristic that provides information on
flavor conversion mechanism as well as neutrino decay is
hierarchy of the average energŷEne

&,^En̄e
&,^Enx

& as
clearly seen from Fig. 2; neutrino flavor conversion and
cay also change the spectral shape. This energy hierarc
explained as follows. Sincenx interacts with matter only
through neutral-current interactions in supernovas, they
weakly coupled with matter compared tone and n̄e . Thus
the neutrinosphere ofnx is located deeper in the core tha
that ofne andn̄e , which leads to higher temperatures fornx .
The difference betweenne and n̄e comes from the fact tha
the core is neutron rich and thene couples with matter more
strongly, through thenen→e2p reaction.

Although we only use one specific model@12#, the signa-
ture of the neutronization burst appears in all reliable
merical simulations. It is quite natural that the height a
width of such a peak are dependent on supernova param
as well as numerical approaches. However, we are not in
ested in such a slight difference but focus only on the rou
signature—i.e., theappearance or absenceof a neutroniza-
tion peak in then̄e channel. We cannot discuss in any deta
without a concrete and reliable original model, but even s
rough information, if ever detected, would bring a very fru
ful and novel perspective to particle physics. As for the n
trino spectrum, there is a general tendency of the hierar
of the average energies—i.e.,^Ene

&,^En̄e
&,^Enx

& as al-
ready noted—and this tendency seems to be common t
most all numerical calculations. However, the spectral sh
and especially the average energy ratio betweenn̄e and nx
are still matter of controversy, and we cannot conclude t
the spectral information at the detectors would be very us
at present~see, for a comparison among several calculatio
Ref. @25#!. Contrary to the luminosity curve, the neutrin
spectrum does not indicate such a prominent signature
neutronization burst, and therefore, the obtained spect
would be of secondary importance for the purpose of t
study. In the near future, however, the situation may beco
significantly better, especially if some process relevant
successful supernova explosions were discovered in com
ers; in that case, the spectrum as well as luminosity cu
would be very useful to precisely obtain the unknown pro
erty of neutrinos.

Before moving on to a discussion including neutrino d
cay, here we shortly describe the flavor conversions ins
the supernova envelopewithout any other processes such
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decay. Neutrinos of different mass eigenstates are expe
to be incoherent with each other when they reach the de
tor, and then the number intensity~i.e., number per area
time, energy, and solid angle! of n̄e can be simply repre-
sented by

I n̄e
~L !5uUe1u2I n̄1

~RSN!1uUe2u2I n̄2
~RSN!1uUe3u2I n̄3

~RSN!

.cos2u12I n̄1
~RSN!1sin2u12I n̄2

~RSN!, ~6!

whereL andRSN represent the distance to and radius of t
supernova, respectively. The second equality comes from
fact that the value ofu13 is constrained to be negligibly sma
from reactor neutrino experiments@26# andu23.p/4; from
the solar and reactor neutrino observation the obtained v
for u12 is cos2u12.0.7 ~LMA solution! @2,3#. The intensity at
the supernova surfaceI n(RSN) reflects the flavor conversion
during propagation inside the supernova envelope. Fla
conversions during neutrino propagation have been ex
sively studied by many researchers~see, e.g., Ref.@27#!, but
we briefly summarize them here. In the case of a norm
mass hierarchy (m1!m3), on which we focus in this study
the intensity of each mass eigenstate at the surface is f
well known to be

I n̄1
~RSN!5I n̄e

~0!,

I n̄2
~RSN!5I n̄3

~RSN!5I nx
~0!, ~7!

whereI n(0) represents the neutrino intensity of each flav
eigenstate at the neutrinosphere, for which we use the re
of numerical simulation shown in Figs. 1 and 2. By a co
bination of Eqs.~6! and~7!, we can see that owing to flavo
conversion inside the supernova, about 30% of the dete
n̄e would originate fromnx at production; this would harden
the obtained spectrum at the detectors. On the other hand
the neutrino sector, the final expression for the intensity ofne
is given by the same expression as Eq.~6! but with replacing
n̄ by n. Flavor conversions inside the supernova envelo
are, this time, a little bit complicated; the unknown para
eteru13 strongly affects the results. Instead ofu13, we rather
use so-called ‘‘flip probability’’ at the higher resonance po
PH @27#, which equals 0~1! when sin22u13*1023 (sin22u13
&1025). The expressions corresponding to Eq.~7! for the
neutrino sector are then given by

I n1
~RSN!5I nx

~0!,

I n2
~RSN!5PHI ne

~0!1~12PH!I nx
~0!,

I n3
~RSN!5~12PH!I ne

~0!1PHI nx
~0!. ~8!

These expressions are necessary for estimating the neu
flux in the case of possible decay, sincen i→ n̄ j might occur.
4-4
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IV. FORMULATION

In this section, we derive new formulation for the detect
n̄e flux, which includes both flavor conversion and dec
during propagation. Then̄e intensity at the detectors is rep
resented by

I n̄e
~L,E!5uUe1u2I n̄1

~L,E!1uUe2u2I n̄2
~L,E!

1uUe3u2I n̄3
~L,E!, ~9!

which is similar to Eq.~6!, but the intensity of the specific
mass eigenstate is no longer conserved during its prop
tion owing to decay,I n̄ i

(L)ÞI n̄ i
(RSN). Here and from this

point on, we explicitly show the neutrino energyE. The ef-
fect of neutrino decay on the intensity of each mass eig
staten̄ i is included by adding the appearance and disapp
ance terms to the transfer equation—i.e.,

dI n̄ i

dr
52(

j , i
G j i ~E!I n̄ i

~r ,E!

1(
j . i

E
E

`

dE8@cc~E8,E!Gn̄ j→ n̄ i
~E8!I n̄ j

~r ,E8!

1c f~E8,E!Gn j→ n̄ i
~E8!I n j

~r ,E8!#, ~10!

where we defineG j i 5Gn̄ i→n j
1Gn̄ i→ n̄ j

, etc. A similar formu-
lation holds for the neutrino sector, although we do not sh
it explicitly. The first and second sums of Eq.~10! reflect the
disappearance and appearance ofn̄ i , respectively. Fortu-
nately, this set of formulations can be analytically integra
from RSN to L. In the case of three-flavor context and norm
mass hierarchy, the solution to Eq.~10! is given by

I n̄1
~L,E!5I n̄1

~RSN,E!

1E
E

`

dE8F12e2[G13(E8)1G23(E8)]L

G13~E8!1G23~E8!
J3→1~E8,E!

1
12e2G12(E8)L

G12~E8!
J2→1~E8,E!

1E
E8

`

dE9S 12e2G12(E8)L

G12~E8!

2
12e2[G13(E9)1G23(E9)]L

G13~E9!1G23~E9!
D J3→2→1~E9,E8,E!G ,

~11!

I n̄2
~L,E!5e2G12(E)LI n̄2

~RSN,E!

1E
E

`

dE8
e2G12(E)L2e2[G13(E8)1G23(E8)]L

G13~E8!1G23~E8!2G12~E!

3J3→2~E8,E!, ~12!
03300
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I n̄3
~L,E!5e2[G13(E)1G23(E)]LI n̄3

~RSN,E!, ~13!

where

J3→2→1~E9,E8,E!5
1

G13~E9!1G23~E9!2G12~E8!

3@cc~E8,E!Gn̄2→ n̄1
~E8!J3→2~E9,E8!

1c f~E8,E!Gn2→ n̄1
~E8!J̃3→2~E9,E8!#,

~14!

Ji→ j~E8,E!5cc~E8,E!Gn̄ i→ n̄ j
~E8!I n̄ i

~RSN,E8!

1c f~E8,E!Gn i→ n̄ j
~E8!I n i

~RSN,E8!,

~15!

J̃i→ j~E8,E!5cc~E8,E!Gn i→n j
~E8!I n i

~RSN,E8!

1c f~E8,E!Gn̄ i→n j
~E8!I n̄ i

~RSN,E8!.

~16!

In these expressions, we have used the assumption
G i j RSN!1; i.e., neutrinos never decay during their propag
tion inside the supernova envelope. With this assumption,
intensity at the stellar surfaceI n(RSN,E) is, also in this case
represented by Eqs.~7! and~8!. Thus we obtain the intensity
of n̄e at the detector using Eqs.~9!, ~11!–~16!, ~7!, and~8!.

Although we have given a quite general expression,
are rather interested in the more specific case, in which
neutronization peak appears in then̄e channel; this is realized
when the neutrino masses are strongly hierarchical as alre
discussed in Secs. II and III. In this case, we obtainGn̄ i→n j

5Gn̄ i→ n̄ j
5G j i /2, etc., and the energy distribution faction

are given by Eq. ~4!. From this point on, we use
t12/m, t13/m, andt23/m as free parameters, which are r
lated toG i j by G i j (E)5m/(t i j E).

V. RESULTS

The obtained number flux and fluence~time-integrated
flux! of n̄e , using Eqs.~9!, ~11!–~16!, ~7!, and~8! are shown
in Figs. 3–6. In the inset of each figure, we show the e
pected number of detection at the water Cˇ erenkov detectors
with a fiducial volume of 640 kton@20 times larger than tha
of the Super-Kamiokande~SK! detector#, by assuming that
the supernova occurred at 10 kpc. The values labeled in
vertical axis could be rescaled by using a factor
(10 kpc/D)2(Vfid/640 kton) in other cases, whereD repre-
sents the distance andVfid the fiducial volume. The cross
section for the dominant catching processn̄ep→e1n is fairly
well understood and we used that given in Ref.@28#. In ad-
dition we have used the trigger threshold expected to be
stalled to SK-III ~after full repair!; with this threshold the
electrons and positrons of the energy of 3 MeV can be
tected at 100% efficiency. We neglect all other proces
4-5
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such as electron scattering because of their subdominan
Figures 3 and 4 indicate the energy- and time-integra

flux, respectively, in the case of the adiabatic conversio
i.e., PH50. The fluxes are evaluated for various values
t13/m with t12/m andt23/m fixed to infinity. The shape of
the luminosity curve is found to strongly depend on the li
time of then3( n̄3)→ n̄1 mode. This is because in the case
adiabatic conversion, the originalne becomesn3 at the stel-

FIG. 3. Energy-integrated flux at the Earth in the case of ad
batic conversion (PH50), for various values oft13/m. The other
parameters (t12/m and t23/m) are set to infinity. The expecte
number of events at the detector of 640 kton is shown in the in

FIG. 4. Fluence~time-integrated flux! at the Earth in the case o
adiabatic conversion (PH50), for various values oft13/m. The
other parameters (t12/m and t23/m) are set to infinity. The ex-
pected number of events at the detector of 640 kton is shown in
inset.
03300
.
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f

lar surface@Eq. ~8!# and they decay inton̄1, which domi-
nantly couple ton̄e . Thus, the peak of the neutronizatio
burst clearly appears at the detectors fort13/m,105 s/eV.
As for the spectrum, the energies of daughter neutrinos
significantly degraded as shown in Fig. 4 and give a v
characteristic signature. However, since the cross sectio
roughly proportional toE2 and highly insensitive to low-
energy neutrinos, the expected event number is almost

-

t.

he

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 3 but for the case of nonadiab
conversion (PH51), for various values oft12/m with fixed t13/m
andt23/m to infinity.

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 4 but for the case of nonadiab
conversion (PH51), for various values oft12/m with fixed t13/m
andt23/m to infinity.
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same at such a low-energy region as shown in the inse
Fig. 4. This degradation of the neutrino energy due to
decay also causes the actually detected neutronization
to be less prominent compared to that seen in the flux.

The case of nonadiabatic conversion (PH51) is shown
correspondingly in Figs. 5 and 6. This time, the releva
parameter is changed tot12/m becausene created by the
neutronization is converted inton2 at the stellar surface. Th
characteristics appearing in both the luminosity curve a
spectrum are similar to those in the case of adiabatic con
sion, but the total event number is slightly smaller. This d
ference comes from the fact that the detectedn̄e is coupled to
n̄2 by ;30% @Eq. ~9!# and then̄2 disappears owing to its
decay. On the other hand, the disappearance ofn̄3 does not
directly affect the expected event number since they ha
couple ton̄e .

In order to discuss the parameter dependence of
mechanism, we simply define the following quantity, whi
represents the peak sharpness of the time profile. Name
is defined as

RT5
event number in region~ I!

event number in region~ II !
, ~17!

where regions~I! and~II ! are defined in the insets of Figs.
and 5. A larger value forRT means that the peak of neutron
zation burst is more prominent. We plot the contour map
RT against the values oft12/m andt13/m assuming severa
values fort23/m; the result in the case of adiabatic~nona-
diabatic! conversion is shown in Fig. 7~Fig. 8!. In both
figures, the solid, dashed, and dotted curves represen
case that the values oft23/m are 107 ~essentially no decay

FIG. 7. Contour plot ofRT against the (t12/m,t13/m) plane, in
the case of the adiabatic conversion (PH50). The values oft23/m
are taken to be 107 ~solid curves!, 103 ~dashed curves!, and 1~dot-
ted curves! s/eV. Each curve of the same type is equally spaced
the value ofRT with the indicated largest and smallest values.
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due to the 3→2 mode!, 103, and 1 s/eV, respectively. Eac
curve of the same type is plotted at an equally spaced le
while the largest and smallest values are indicated. It can
clearly seen that in the case ofPH50, the RT is strongly
dependent on the parametert13/m but highly insensitive to
t12/m. This point also holds for the nonadiabatic case w
the corresponding replacement,t13↔t12.

VI. DISCUSSION

In order to discuss how to discriminate one from the oth
decaying models, in addition toRT , we use another quantity
that represents the spectral hardness:

RE5
event number forEe.25 MeV

event number forEe,15 MeV
. ~18!

The values forRE are obtained from the detected spectrum
i.e., from the insets of Figs. 4 and 6. As already discusse
Sec. III, because the average energy difference between
flavor neutrino is still a matter of controversy, the obtain
spectrum would be also affected by such uncertainties.
believe, however, that our treatment is quite reasona
since using the simple quantityRE would make the discus
sion rather insensitive to such unsettled details.

Figure 9 shows the location of each model on t
(RE ,RT) plane for the adiabatic case. We also show thes
statistical error bars ofRE and RT ; the size of these error
changes as (D/10 kpc)(Vfid/640 kton)21/2 in other cases. La-
bels such as ‘‘2→1’’ represent the relevant decaying mod
while the other modes are assumed to be stable; the l
‘‘All’’ represents the case thatt12/m5t13/m5t23/m.
Points of the same symbol show how their location chan
with lifetime; each point of one symbol represents a mo
with a specific value of lifetime-to-mass ratiot/m, which is

y

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 7 but for the case of the nonadiab
conversion (PH51).
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equally spaced~logarithmically! from 104 to 107 s/eV. The
dotted lines connect these points just to guide our eyes.
the modes are degenerate whent/m5107 s/eV at RE
50.23 andRT50.27, which means that there occurs ess
tially no decay. From this figure, models with extreme p
rameter values can be distinguished from one another, if
currently planned megaton-class detectors, such as Hy
Kamiokande and UNO, detected the galactic supernova n
trino burst. On the other hand, in the case of currently wo
ing detectors such as SK, the errors become very large
factor of>A20, and even using these very simple quantit
RE andRT , it would be quite difficult to derive some infor
mation.

We here briefly illustrate the behavior of each mod
shown in Fig. 9. As already discussed in the previous sect
the decaying mode fromn3( n̄3) to n̄1 makes the value ofRT
larger owing to the appearance of a neutronization peak
similar explanation applies to the 3→2 mode but its promi-
nence is reduced because then̄2 state included in then̄e is
smaller compared ton̄1 state. The 2→1 mode does no
change the peak sharpnessRT , since in the case of adiabat
conversion, then2( n̄2) at the stellar surface does not conta
any component from the originalne . Instead of an almos
constantRT , the spectral hardnessRE significantly changes
with the value oft12/m. This is also easily illustrated a
follows. At the supernova surface, then2 and n̄2 both origi-
nate fromnx , which shows the hardest spectral shape. W
out any decay, the obtainedn̄e signal then contains an;30%
amount of the originalnx . On the contrary, if the decayin

FIG. 9. Neutrino decay model plotted on the (RE ,RT) plane in
the case of adiabatic conversion. The error bars include only st
tical errors, and are at the 1s level, but their size should be accord
ingly rescaled as (D/10 kpc)(Vfid/640 kton)21/2. The labels repre-
sent the relevant mode~see text! and points of the same symbo
indicate the model with a specific value oft/m, which is equally
spaced from 104 to 107 s/eV, logarithmically.
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mode 2→1 were relevant, the originalnx component, which
otherwise should contribute to then̄e spectrum, would dis-
appear and instead it would appear asn̄1 but with a signifi-
cantly reduced energy; this makes the spectral hardnesRE
considerably small. The ‘‘All’’ model, in which we assume
t12/m5t13/m5t23/m, includes both effects given above
i.e., the peak sharpnessRT increases owing to the 3→1 and
3→2 modes, while the spectral hardnessRE decreases ow-
ing to the 2→1 mode.

Figure 10 is the same as Fig. 9, but for the case of no
diabatic conversionPH51. In this case, the decaying mod
from n3 and n̄3 does not essentially change the expec
signal, because they are not coincident with the originalne at
the stellar surface as well as having essentially no coup
to n̄e . The originalne , instead, in this case, appears asn2;
thus the decaying mode 2→1 considerably changes the d
tected signals.

There also exists another mechanism that poss
changes the originalne into a detectedn̄e , resulting in the
appearance of a sharp peak due to a neutronization bur
the detectors—i.e., resonant spin-flavor~RSF! conversion
@9,10#. This mechanism is induced by the interaction b
tween a supernova magnetic field and the Majorana magn
moment of neutrinos. According to Ref.@9#, the very sharp
peak of a neutronization burst could appear owing to
combination effect of the RSF and ordinary matter-induc
conversion, if the following conditions are all satisfied:~i!
the mass hierarchy is inverted,~ii ! the value ofu13 is suffi-
ciently large, and~iii ! the neutrino magnetic moment as we
as supernova magnetic field is large enough to induce
adiabatic RSF conversion~but see also Ref.@10#!. In order to
compare the RSF mechanism with the decaying models,
plot the model groups given in Ref.@9# in Fig. 11. For com-
parison we also plot the decaying models witht/m
5104 s/eV and PH50. The models witht/m5107 s/eV

is-
FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9, but in the case of nonadiab

conversion.
4-8
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~no-decay model! are degenerate with group A due to th
RSF conversion. This figure clearly indicates that the R
mechanism potentially gives a far more characteristicn̄e sig-
nal at the detectors; both the peak sharpness of time pr
RT ~group C! and spectral hardnessRE ~group B! are very
prominent, and even the SK detector enables us to discr
nate these model groups.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Nonradiative decay of neutrinos is not constrained su
ciently; the most stringent lower limit to the lifetimet12 is
obtained from the solar neutrino observation but it is ve
weak @7#. Thus, neutrino decay possibly affects the neutr

FIG. 11. Model groups A, B, and C due to the RSF mechan
given in Ref.@9#, plotted on the (RE ,RT) plane. The decaying mod
els for the adiabatic conversion witht/m5104 s/eV are also plotted
for comparison.
B
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signal from other astrophysical objects such as supernov
Using newly derived formulation, which includes bo

flavor conversions inside the supernova envelope and n
trino decays during propagation in vacuum, we calcula
the expected neutrino luminosity curve as well as the sp
trum at future large volume water Cˇ erenkov detectors. In
these calculations, we particularly focused on the decay
model such that the originalne appears in then̄e signal as the
result of flavor conversion and decay. This is because su
situation can give the appearance of a sharp peak in the
profile due to the neutronization burst, and it could be ea
recognized. We discuss that this actually may be realize
the neutrino masses are strongly hierarchical, and we h
assumed it in actual calculations. The lifetimes of three
caying modes,t12, t13, andt23, are taken to be free param
eters, and the cases of adiabatic and nonadiabatic con
sions are treated independently. The results of
calculations are shown in Figs. 3–6 and the neutroniza
peak can be significantly prominent in future megaton-cl
water Čerenkov detectors.

In order to discuss the parameter dependence of the
trino signal, we introduce the rather simple quantitiesRT and
RE , which represent the peak sharpness and spectral h
ness, respectively. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the value ofRT
is strongly dependent on the value ofPH as well as the
relevant lifetime. From Figs. 9 and 10, we see that the
haviors of each model on the (RE ,RT) plane are consider
ably different from one another. But we also show that t
location of these decay models on this plane does not g
prominent properties enough for us to distinguish using c
rent detectors such as SK, on the contrary to a very sign
cant dispersion due to the RSF conversion~Fig. 11!. Finally,
we again stress that the appearance of the neutroniza
peak clearly indicates nonstandard properties of neutrin
neutrino decay would then be one of the possible candida
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